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Topic Sentence 
Introduce  

● Main idea  - use of techniques of 
suspense 

● Author  - W.W. Jacobs 
● Title  - “The Monkey’s Paw” 

Steven Spielberg uses well known techniques to build suspense in  Jaws , as is seen in the scene 
entitled “Everybody Out of the Water.”  

Introduce first area of support  
● First technique used that you will 

discuss 

The obvious danger in the film is the shark, and, of course, it is uncertain when or if the shark, which has 
already killed someone, will attack. This allows Spielberg to build suspense through the  hypervigilance  of 
the sheriff. 

Develop 
Explain  the  technique  you are discussing. 

Hypervigilance is when a character is anxiously listening and looking for the danger. 

Develop 
Give an  example  of a known use of the 
technique . 

This technique was seen in  Rear Window , when the photographer is watching his girlfriend search the 
apartment across the courtyard through the telephoto lens of his camera. The photographer was watching 
for the return of the man who lives in that apartment, a man they believe has killed his wife. 

Develop 
Give the  details of the technique’s use in 
the story. 

In the scene from  Jaws , the sheriff is sitting bolt upright in his beach chair scanning the ocean and listening 
to all the laughter and screams of the swimmers as they play. He desperately tries to see around citizens 
who come to talk with him and get in his way. He tries to sort out splashing for fun from possible thrashing 
due to an attack, and screams of joy from possible screams of terror. The viewer is vigilantly watching and 
listening, too. 

Introduce second area of support 
● Second technique used that you 

will discuss 

Adding to the suspense built by the technique of hypervigilance is the technique having a main character 
with a weakness. The known weakness of the sheriff in  Jaws  is his terror of the water. 

Develop 
Explain  the  technique  you are discussing. 

Having a character who is more vulnerable to the danger in some way increases suspense, as was also 
seen in the scene from  Rear Window .  

Develop 
Give an  example  of a known use of the 
technique . 

The photographer’s girlfriend is a thin, beautiful model in evening dress and heels, hardly a match for a 
murderous man. She will have no ability to defend herself.  

Develop 
Give the  details of the technique’s use in 
the story 

The sheriff’s fear will also prevent him from defending himself or the citizens. His fear is clearly stated by 
one of the citizens who stops to chat with him, by the fact that he is not wearing his bathing suit, and by the 
fact that his wife, who knows nothing about a possible killer shark, offers to tell their sons to just play on the 
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beach. When the shark finally attacks, he runs up and down along the edge of the water, unable to go in to 
help others struggling to get out safely.  

Conclusion 
● Do not just repeat . 
● Offer a t hought comment  on the 

topic  of the paragraph. 

Techniques like these can be used over and over again and still work successfully. Creating a new 
technique is not necessary, just a new story in which to use the technique. 
 

 
Steven Spielberg uses well known techniques to build suspense in Jaws, as is seen in the scene entitled “Everybody Out of the Water.” The 

obvious danger in the film is the shark, and, of course, it is uncertain when or if the shark, which has already killed someone, will attack. This allows 
Spielberg to build suspense through the hypervigilance of the sheriff. Hypervigilance is when a character is anxiously listening and looking for the 
danger. This technique was seen in  Rear Window,  when the photographer is watching his girlfriend search the apartment across the courtyard 
through the telephoto lens of his camera. The photographer was watching for the return of the man who lives in that apartment, a man they believe 
has killed his wife. In the scene from  Jaws , the sheriff is sitting bolt upright in his beach chair scanning the ocean and listening to all the laughter and 
screams of the swimmers as they play. He desperately tries to see around citizens who come to talk with him and get in his way. He tries to sort out 
splashing for fun from possible thrashing due to an attack, and screams of joy from possible screams of terror. The viewer is vigilantly watching and 
listening, too. Adding to the suspense built by the technique of hypervigilance is the technique of a known weakness of the sheriff’s, his terror of the 
water. Having a character who is more vulnerable to the danger in some way increases suspense, as was also seen in the scene from  Rear 
Window . The photographer’s girlfriend is a thin, beautiful model in evening dress and heels, hardly a match for a murderous man. She will have no 
ability to defend herself. The sheriff’s fear will also prevent him from defending himself or the citizens. His fear is clearly stated by one of the citizens 
who stops to chat with him, by the fact that he is not wearing his bathing suit, and by the fact that his wife, who knows nothing about a possible killer 
shark, offers to tell their sons to just play on the beach. When the shark finally attacks, he runs up and down along the edge of the water, unable to 
go in to help others struggling to get out safely. Techniques like these can be used over and over again and still work successfully. Creating a new 
technique is not necessary, just a new story in which to use the technique. 
 


